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of the flow using dye or smoke. The resulting streamlines and
moving fronts provide a good impression of the flow direction
(Vogel, 1981; Merzkirch, 1974).
Time sequences of images of neutrally buoyant particles,
suspended in the fluid, offer quantitative information about the
velocity and direction of the flow (Gupta and Lilley, 1985;
Adrian, 1991). Since it is difficult to record and analyze paths
of particles accurately in three dimensions, flows can
alternatively be studied by recording particle paths in two-
dimensional planes parallel to the main stream, as long as the
flow perpendicular to this plane is relatively small. Images of
particles in one thin slice of the fluid can be obtained by using
a limited focal depth of the camera or by applying a thin sheet
of light to illuminate the particles in one plane only (Merzkirch,
1974). Sheet illumination techniques, in particular, provide
powerful means of flow visualization and quantitative analysis
of interiors of flows (Hesselink, 1988). Successive images of
 pla
ed a
displacements of the particles. The results can be presented as
velocity vectors.
Accurate quantitative studies of flow phenomena require a
vector density high enough to show details of the flow pattern
and a uniform vector distribution. When velocity data are used
to derive gradient parameters, the vectors should ideally be
available in a regular grid (Imaichi and Ohmi, 1983; Hesselink,
1988).
The particles used for particle image velocimetry (PIV)
should ideally be neutrally buoyant and small compared with
the fine flow structures studied and should interfere neither
with the fluid nor with the organism.
PIV-like techniques, using micro-algae as tracing particles,
have been used to study flow patterns caused by sessile and
pelagic suspension-feeding organisms, such as lophophorates
(Strathmann, 1973), brachiopods (LaBarbera, 1981),













































ber 19ne in a particle-seeded flow allow derivation of the
nd direction of the flow in that plane from the
283
lated using a two-dimensional spline interpolation
ue.
resultant vector flow fields were used to study the
distribution of velocity, spatial acceleration,
y, strain and shear. These flow fields could also be
 test for flow in the third dimension by studying the
nce, and to detect the presence and location of
. The results offer detailed quantitative
tions of the flow morphology and can be used to
issipated energy. The versatile character of the
ue makes it applicable to a wide range of fluid
ical subjects within biological research. So far it has
uccessfully applied to map the flow around
ing copepods, fish larvae and juvenile fish and the
ion current of a tube-living shrimp.
ds: flow analysis, PIV, particle image velocimetry, sheet
ion, vector flow field, swimming, pumping, flow velocity,
gradients.
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o alternative particle image velocimetry (PIV)
ds have been developed, applying laser light sheet
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Department of Marine Biology, Universit
Accepted 10 Octoalitative information about flow phenomena around
isms in water or in air is easily obtained by visualization
one
spe
isms. Successive video images, recorded
ndicular to a light sheet parallel to the main stream,
digitized and processed to map the flow velocity in
imensional planes. In particle tracking velocimetry
), displacements of single particles in two subsequent
s were determined semi-automatically, resulting in
diagrams consisting of non-uniformly distributed
ty vectors. Application of grid-cell averaging resulted
w field diagrams with uniform vector distribution. In
age correlation PIV (SCPIV), repetitive convolution
ng of small sub-areas of two subsequent images
ed in automatic determination of cross-correlation
, yielding flow field diagrams with regularly spaced
ty vectors. In both PTV and SCPIV, missing values,
d by incomplete particle displacement information in
areas of the images or due to rejection of some










































































 ea urchin larvae (Gilmour, 1986), other ciliated larvae
 1990), copepods (Koehl and Strickler, 1981;
öfer et al. 1982; Strickler, 1982, 1985; Marrasé et al.
en et al. 1991; Fields and Yen, 1993) and bivalves
sen, 1982). Small plastic beads and other artificial
s have been used to trace the feeding currents of
 dipteran larvae (Craig and Chance, 1982), the flow
the comb plates of ctenophores (Barlow et al. 1993),
 of bivalve veliger larvae (Gallager, 1993) and models
ps (Sponaugle, 1991) and to study suction feeding in
 fish larvae (van Leeuwen, 1984; Drost et al. 1988).
tterns in air caused by flying birds have been visualized
alyzed using neutrally buoyant helium bubbles
ng et al. 1984; Spedding, 1986, 1987a,b).
tudies on suction feeding in fish and on flight in birds
ed on the application of stereoscopic imaging. This
descriptions of the flow morphology can be used to calculate
the dissipated mechanical energy.
Materials and methods
Image acquisition
Particles in one plane of a fluid flow were illuminated by a
light sheet with adjustable thickness, using a red light krypton
laser (Coherent Innova 70 K, l=647 nm, Pmax=1 W) equipped
with a high-speed shutter (nmLASER LS500F with SC-1100D
controller), a glassfibre delivery system (Newport Inc, F-LFI),
and focusing and light sheet optics (Newport Inc.). The
particles were imaged using a high-resolution video camera
(i2s: IEC862BC) with a macro-zoom lens (Nikon), mounted
normal to the light sheet. The camera was electronically
shuttered to prevent motion blur. The video frames were
E. J. STAMHUIS AND J. J. VIDELER derivation of particle displacements in three
ons and in time, which were analyzed by processing
ensional transections of the three-dimensional data
ost of the studies mentioned, particles were traced
ly and processed to single point velocities. The velocity
obtained were commonly not uniformly distributed,
g in flow field diagrams with gaps where data were
. This hampers interpretation of the diagrams and
ates further processing. In only a few cases (Barlow et
3; Fields and Yen, 1993; Gallager, 1993) were the
 data processed to calculate two-dimensional velocity
nsisting of iso-velocity areas.
ods for recording and processing of reliable velocity
diagrams have recently been developed in fluid
ics (e.g. Adrian, 1991; Lourenço, 1991; Willert and
 1991; Hinsch, 1993). The flow, seeded with
iate particles, is illuminated with a thin light sheet,
rallel to the main stream, and particle images on at least
cessive moments are recorded photographically or on
pe. The images are enhanced if necessary, and velocity
tion is extracted from the images by tracking single
s (low seeding density) or by finding auto- or cross-
recorded using a U-matic-SP professional video recorder
(Sony, VO-9600P with RS-232-C interface), which offers
access to each of the two separate fields of each video frame.
To prevent video interlace blurring, single fields were used for
analysis.
Image analysis
Coordinates of the particles were obtained from image
analysis on the first fields of two successive video frames using
a personal computer (486DX) equipped with a video digitizer
(Imaging Technology Inc, VS-100-AT, resolution 7683512
square pixels) and image acquisition, processing and analysis
software (Difa Measuring Systems, T.E.A. Image Manager
v3.3). The images were enhanced by improving the signal-to-
noise ratio by background equalization combined with contrast
stretching.
Depending on the seeding density and maximum particle
displacement (Hesselink, 1988), the images were analyzed by
applying one of two alternative PIV techniques: particle
tracking velocimetry (PTV) or sub-image correlation PIV
(SCPIV). PTV was used when the water was seeded with low
density and when the average particle displacements wereions between sub-images (interrogation areas) using
r indirect (using Fast Fourier Transforms) convolution
. Finally, the vectors are arranged in a regular grid
g in a two-dimensional velocity vector diagram of the
ld. Prior to interpolating gaps in the flow field diagrams,
tor data should be validated (Raffel et al. 1992).
ation is best done using a spline interpolation
re (Spedding and Rignot, 1993). Finally, velocity
t parameters can be derived.
im of this paper is to present methods of obtaining and
ng two-dimensional PIV data of flows around living
animals, resulting in diagrams showing uniformly
ted velocity vectors. The resultant vector flow fields are
study the spatial distribution in two-dimensional planes
e-dimensional flows) of velocity, spatial acceleration,
, strain, shear and divergence of the flow, and to detect
sence and location of vortices. Detailed quantitative
relatively large, whereas SCPIV was applied when high
seeding densities were allowed and the maximum particle
displacement was of the order of a few times the particle
diameter.
During analysis using PTV, the image was binarized by a
threshold operation at a grey level just above the average grey
value. This resulted in images containing only white dots,
representing the particles, against a black noiseless
background. The particles in the successive images were
coloured differently and the images were superimposed.
Subsequently, the positions of the particles were detected
automatically within a cursor box, which was placed manually
around each pair of corresponding particles. To assess accurate
coordinates, the particles on the black background were
subjected to an edge detection procedure followed by a
centroiding technique, calculating the centre of gravity from























































 285PIV flow analysis on aquatic animals
onal frame of reference of the digitizer. Together with
ordinates, x- and y-scaling factors and the time step
en the two video frames were stored.
en applying sub-image correlation (SCPIV) to the two
sive, already enhanced, video frames, cross-correlation
rformed between pairs of sub-images from both frames
same location in each frame, using direct convolution
g (Gonzales and Wintz, 1987). This yielded correlation
with an offset from the sub-image centre of the same
tude as the average particle displacement in this sub-area
 flow field. The exact centre of the peak was found by
etection followed by centroid location. This process was
ed with the next pair of sub-images, until the whole flow
ad been scanned automatically according to a mesh grid.
ract as much particle displacement information from the
 as possible, neighbouring sub-images had a 50 %
p (Hinsch, 1993). Weak peaks, e.g. those caused by pale
vector contributed to the mean and S.D. of a 333 window.
Vectors were selected for rejection when their u or v value was
outside the confidence regions:
(umean 2 S × Fu × S.D.) < ux,y < (umean + S × Fu × S.D.) , (1)
(vmean 2 S × Fv × S.D.) < vx,y < (vmean + S × Fv × S.D.) , (2)
in which S is a sensitivity factor, Fu and Fv are flow type factors
and x,y denotes the position in the velocity field.
The flow type factors depend on the general type of flow and
vary between 1 (unidirectional, no gradients) and 2 (chaotic
turbulence). They are calculated from the average differences
in u (–Du) and v (–Dv) between all neighbouring vectors in the
flow field and the average magnitude V of all velocity vectors:
–
Du
u flow type factor = Fu = 1 + —— , (3)
–V
e images, were rejected to avoid pollution of the
ng data set. The coordinates of the sub-image centres and
 cross-correlation peaks of all pairs of sub-images were
 together with scaling factors and the time step in the
ay as in PTV.
Data validation and flow field completion
m the results of PTV, the magnitude and direction of the
ty vectors were derived directly from the displacements
 particles in the x- and y-directions and the time step
en the two successive frames. The origin of each vector
tuated at the position of the particle in the first frame.
se of the non-uniform particle distribution, the resultant
eld had a non-uniform vector distribution. To obtain a
 flow field with uniformly distributed vectors, local high
trations of original vectors were reduced by averaging
tudes and directions, and gaps were filled by
lation. This process was facilitated by applying a mesh
ividing the flow field into rows and columns of square
Usually, the number of cells was selected to be smaller
he number of original vectors. Each cell was assigned
sultant velocity vector, starting at the centre of the cell,
raging all the vectors in the cell.
–
Dv
v flow type factor = Fv = 1 + —— . (4)
–V
The sensitivity factor S (0.5øSø2) is a multiplication factor
by which the rejection probability can be adjusted or set to a
certain statistical standard. When, for example, (S*Fu)=2, the
confidence region becomes 95 % and the level of significance
for rejection therefore becomes 0.05.
Depending on the flow type factors Fu and Fv and the
sensitivity factor S, the rejection probability varies between
33 % and 1 %, assuming normal distribution of u and v around
their means. In a laminar or large-scale turbulent flow,
applying intermediate sensitivity, the procedure rejects vectors
with u or v values outside a confidence region of
approximately 95 %.
Empty cells in the flow fields from both PTV or SCPIV were
provided with a new vector by interpolating u and v of the
velocity vectors of neighbouring cells. The interpolation
procedure performed was a two-dimensional spline curve
fitting technique which was developed on the basis of open
cubic natural spline curve fitting (Greville, 1969). This data resulting from SCPIV were also translated to
s, which were already uniformly distributed and
ed in a grid, as a result of the grid-structured
gation process.
ore further processing was performed (e.g. interpolation
dient parameter derivation), a validation procedure was
d to the resultant vectors to delete erroneous vectors from
V or SCPIV results. Erroneous vectors were caused by
during the image analysis, e.g. when two points were
enly considered to be a corresponding pair (PTV) or
e of distortion effects at image rims and in areas with
cal seeding (SCPIV). The vector validation procedure
red the velocity components u (x-direction) and v (y-
on) of a vector in a two-dimensional Eulerian velocity
ith umean ± S.D. and vmean ± S.D. of its surrounding
s in a window of 333 cells. Only cells containing a
procedure produced smooth fits with minimal curvature
without affecting the original points. Empty cells with
neighbours in the x- as well as in the y-direction were provided
with a new vector based on an average from x-interpolation
and y-interpolation. New vectors for empty cells at the rims of
the flow field with neighbours in only one direction were based
on interpolation in that direction only; no extrapolations were
made.
To account for the presence of obstacles (objects or
organisms) in the flow field, the interpolation procedure was
performed independently on either side of an obstacle.
Boundary cells around obstacles were included in the
procedure to prevent loss of flow information in the boundary
layer. The resulting approximated flow fields show uniform
regular vector distributions, offering a detailed impression of

















































EPost-processing and data presentation
ultant vector data arrays could easily be manipulated
 for further processing. Masking effects of a
nd flow due to fluid motion neither generated by, nor
, the organism under study were compensated by
g the estimated background flow vector (derived
ant particle displacements) from the resultant vectors.
lded flow fields showing only the effect of the
.
ow patterns (e.g. vortices) could be emphasized by
g the average flow velocities in the x- and y-
 from all vectors.
 changes in the magnitude of the flow velocity were
by calculating two types of spatial accelerations: the
tional spatial acceleration (aN) and the spatial
on along the stream line (aS).
where V is the magnitude of the velocity vector, r is the
reference axis in the direction of the local average stream line,
cosp(bi) is the weighting factor depending on angle b denoting
the relative position of the ith vector with reference to the
central vector, p sets the degree of tolerance (1øpø4) and
subscript i denotes a surrounding vector (1øiø8).
The vector data were also used to calculate vorticity v, strain
rate e, shear rate h and divergence Q. These parameters provide
additional information about the steepness and the direction of
gradients in the magnitude and direction of the fluid velocity
(Lighthill, 1986; Okubo and Ebbesmeyer, 1976). They were
calculated using the partial derivatives of the velocity
components u and v to both x and y. The partial derivatives
were obtained by numerical differentiation of u and v to both
x and y, comparing the velocity vector of each cell with the
vectors of surrounding cells in a window of 333 cells.
. J. STAMHUIS AND J. J. VIDELERn-directional spatial acceleration aN is the vector sum
tes of change of the velocity components u and v in
nd y-directions (=partial derivatives). It expresses
in linear as well as angular acceleration and is
 related to dissipated energy in cases of inertial flow.
ula used to compute aN consists of a first part
g the magnitude, which is multiplied by a second part
e sign of aN: plus for net acceleration and minus for
eration:
atial acceleration along the stream line aS gives an
n of the spatial acceleration of the fluid in the
 of the local stream line; the local stream line is
 to be tangential to the local velocity as represented
locity vectors. aS represents linear acceleration only
alculated in a different way. In the 333 window
ing a particular cell, the magnitude and direction of
Vortices were emphasized in the velocity vector diagrams
by subtracting the average velocities in the x- and y-directions.
Although very illuminating, this did not result in reliable
location of vortices, because the average velocities depend on
several factors, e.g. the size ratio between flow phenomena
studied and the recorded flow field. To detect and locate
vortices independently of such external factors, the
discriminant for complex eigenvalues d for a two-dimensional
flow field was used (Vollmers et al. 1983). This discriminant










































!al vector are compared with those of every single
ng vector. In each comparison, a partial aS is
 from the difference in the velocity magnitudes V
istance between the vectors with reference to the axis
irection of their average stream line. The final aS for
l cell is averaged from the individual contributions
surrounding cells, each of them weighted according
ition with reference to the central vector. This results
ant contributions of vectors in front of or behind the
ector ± approximately 45 ˚ (depending on the
). Velocity gradients perpendicular to the local
e do not contribute to the local aS.
rmula used to calculate the aS for a central cell in a
dow is:
presentation of the partial derivatives of the velocity
components) does not have real eigenvalues, but only complex
ones. This indicates a vortex with its centre at the location
where d is most negative.
d may also be calculated from the partial derivatives of the
local velocity components u and v to x and y:
The vector data were visualized using arrows starting at the
middle of the cell (or sub-image) pointing in the direction of
the local flow, as derived from the particle displacements, with
a length proportional to their magnitude. The velocity
magnitude, spatial acceleration rates, vorticity, shear, strain
and divergence, as well as d, were visualized by applying
colour coding to the grid of cells, using two series of five





























































































500 ve287PIV flow analysis on aquatic animals
e values, dividing each range from maximum to
um into five equal intervals. This resulted in diagrams
g easy interpretation of the information.
processing of particle displacement data, peak location
he resulting vector data and the presentations of vector
ms and colour-coded diagrams was carried out on a
-based PC using a computer program (PIVChart v3.2)
ped by the first author.
Error evaluation
 main sources of errors in the final vector flow fields are
thod of location of particles or correlation peaks and the
lation procedure (Imaichi and Ohmi, 1983; Agüi and
z, 1987; Willert and Gharib, 1991; Spedding and
, 1993).
estimate the particle location error for the centroiding
ure in our method, many tests were performed on
pairing error between 0.2 % and 4 %, on average about 1 %. In
SCPIV, between 1 and 18 out of a data set of 800 vectors were
selected for rejection, resulting in a maximum correlation error
of about 2.5 %. Since all erroneous vectors selected by the
validation procedure were removed from the data set, particle
pairing or correlation errors were almost eliminated.
The grid cell averaging followed by interpolation as applied
to PTV results sometimes introduced additional interpolation
errors if the grid resolution was set too high. Because of the
irregular distribution of the original PTV vectors, the grid had
to be chosen arbitrarily. This was done in a repetitive
comparison of original vectors, cell-averaged vectors and
resultant flow field, until the most plausible solution with
regard to the vectors surrounding gaps was found. We estimate
the errors in interpolated vectors on average to be less than 5 %.
The errors of interpolated vectors of SCPIV flow charts will
be even less, because the data were already arranged in a grid,ter-generated particle pair patterns that were distributed
dom over the pixel array. A range of combinations of
e pair positions, inter-particle distances, particle
ters and threshold grey levels were analyzed and
sed to provide statistical data. From these, we were able
clude that the accuracy in particle or peak location using
ntroiding method depended very little on the threshold
evel. The results appeared to be 100 % repeatable for
old levels around the average grey level of the image;
hresholding near the lowest or the highest values found
 image caused small deviations of the order of a few
 of a pixel. This error could be avoided easily by
ng intermediate thresholding grey levels.
 accuracy of particle location also depended on the
e image diameter, expressed in pixels. In our tests, we
an almost constant S.D. in particle position
rements of 0.1 pixels for particle images with a diameter
r than 4 pixels. The S.D. increased exponentially to its
um value of about 0.3 pixels for diameters between 4
pixels. This error must be multiplied by √2 to find the
or the PTV displacement measurements, consisting of
cation measurements. However, the averaging of more
and very few missing values occurred.
Applications
The PIV methods described were applied to flow patterns
produced by three different marine animals: (1) the feeding
current of a tethered copepod, (2) the ventilation current of a
tube-living thallassinid shrimp, and (3) the vortex street behind
a swimming juvenile mullet. The flow produced by the
copepod (1) and the mullet (3) were seeded densely and were
analyzed applying SCPIV. The flow in the tube produced by
the shrimp (2) showed steep gradients with locally relatively
large particle displacements; therefore, this flow was not
seeded very densely and was analyzed using PTV.
The feeding current of a tethered copepod
The feeding current of a tethered copepod (Temora
longicornis, metasome length approximately 1 mm) was
illuminated using a horizontal laser light sheet of 0.1 mm
thickness. The water was seeded with nylon beads (TSI Inc.,
diameter approximately 4 mm), with the same density as seao single particle displacement vectors per cell reduces
or of the resulting vector. In SCPIV, the offset peak
n measurements depend in the same way on peak
er as particles do, resulting in an average displacement
etween 0.1 and 0.3 pixels.
 way in which the velocity vectors are affected by the
id location error depends strongly on the displacement
 particles. We found S.D. values in the final velocity
s of 1–5 % for PTV and 0.1–2 % for SCPIV; both
ds are therefore accurate enough to permit the derivation
city gradient parameters.
 errors in particle pairing (PTV) and in sub-image
tion (SCPIV) can be estimated from the data validation
ure, assuming a vector with a u or v value outside the
onfidence interval as erroneous. In PTV, between 2 and
tors, with an average of 6, out of an average data set of
ctors were selected for rejection, resulting in a particle
water.
After processing of the video recordings and the resulting
correlation peak data, the feeding current of the copepod was
described in flow fields of uniformly distributed velocity
vectors as well as colour plots of the gradient parameters, the
velocity magnitude, the spatial acceleration parameters and the
discriminant for complex eigenvalues. These diagrams showed
acceleration of the converging water flow in front of the
animal, increasing flow velocity and positive spatial
acceleration parameters (aN and aS), with little deceleration of
the flow occurring behind the animal and decreasing velocity
and small negative values for the spatial acceleration
parameters (aN and aS). Relatively large vortex systems could
be recognized on either side of the animal on the vector plots
where the mean velocities were subtracted and on the vorticity
plots. The vortices could be located more precisely using d.































A. J. STAMHUIS AND J. J. VB) Flow field of one plane of the
rrent of a tethered adult copepod
longicornis, metasome length
ately 1.0 mm), resulting from
 analysis using SCPIV. Vectors
ng on both lateral sides of the
cause of locally high velocities
ing by the moving swimming
es. Vectors are scaled to a 2.0
agnification. (B) Colour-coded
of the absolute velocity in the
current of T. longicornise animal in the two-dimensional flow fields suggested
ty component in the third dimension. This was
d after reconstruction of the flow in three dimensions
ining the results of flow charts of perpendicular and
lanes. Figs 1 and 2 show an example of a flow field
 feeding current of T. longicornis, showing the vector
d before and after subtracting the average velocity
nts (Figs 1A, 2A), as well as colour-coded diagrams
elocity magnitude and the vorticity (Figs 1B, 2B).
These results will be used to estimate the range of influence,
the volume of water displaced per second and the energy
dissipated by the copepod while feeding.
The ventilation current of a tube-dwelling thallassinid
shrimp
The ventilation current of a tube-dwelling thallassinid
shrimp (Callianassa subterranea, rostrum–telson length
approximately 40 mm) was studied by putting the animal in a
ing low flow velocities in front of
l, high velocities near the flow-
 appendages and a large
 and slowly decelerating jet
the animal. Red, maximum
grey, minimum velocity; vectors
 to a 2.0 times magnification.






































B(A) Velocity vectors of the fl
f the feeding current of 
rnis compensated for the aver
locities in the x- and y-directi
g vortices symmetrically on ei
the copepod. Vectors are scale
times magnification. (B) Col
diagram of the vorticity in 
 current of the copepod, show
ost symmetrical pattern w
ce to the central axis of the anim artificial burrow provided with one thin-walled
ntal glass tube of 8 mm diameter. The burrow was
rged in a temperature-controlled glass aquarium
ing artificial sea water. Neutrally buoyant polystyrene
es (diameter approximately 25 mm) were added to the
The particles were illuminated using a vertical laser
heet of about 0.5 mm thickness. The sheet crossed the
 plane of the glass tube over its entire length.
The final results after processing the recordings were vector
flow fields with uniformly distributed vectors, representing the
spatial changes in the flow velocities. Because of the pumping
of the animal, water with relatively high flow velocity entered
the region behind the animal from underneath its telson.
Further down the tube, the water in this jet decelerated,
adopting a low Reynolds number parabolic velocity profile.
The flow fields show the associated decreasing flow velocity,
vels of vorticity occur on either
f the animal, showing the
ality induced by the swimming
ents. Bright colours, positive
y = right-turning; dark colours,
e vorticity = left-turning; red, high

































A. J. STAMHUIS AND J. J. VB(A) Velocity vectors derived
rom traced particles (PTV) in one
 the ventilation current of a
id shrimp Callianassa
ea in a glass tube
telson length approximately
ube diameter 8 mm, wide black
l lines represent tube walls). The
ituated just out of sight on the
ventilating by moving its three
leopods in a metachronal pattern.
are illuminated using a 0.5 mm
t sheet crossing the central plane
tube over its entire length.  acceleration (aN) and significant shear rates. A large
system was observed directly behind the shrimp’s
with the velocity vectors showing rotation, high
 and negative d.
 shows the velocity vector flow field before (Fig. 3A)
r (Fig. 3B) processing, and Fig. 4 shows colour-coded
s of the velocity magnitude (Fig. 4A) and the rate of
ig. 4B) directly behind an actively pumping animal.
nd other results will be used to describe pleopod
pumping in Callianassa subterranea and to validate
hydrodynamical modelling on pleopod pumping in tube-living
thallassinid shrimps (Stamhuis, 1991).
The vortex sheet behind a freely swimming juvenile grey
mullet
The water in a 30 cm340 cm glass aquarium containing a
freely swimming juvenile grey mullet (Chelon sp., total length
approximately 50 mm) was seeded with neutrally buoyant
ram of the velocity vector flow
onstructed from the original
isplacement vectors as displayed
locity vectors show a much more
distribution and no gaps remain.
are scaled to a 1.3 times
ation.





























































B(A) Colour-coded diagram of th
e velocity in the ventilation curren
bterranea in a glass tube, showin
locities at the bottom right, wher
er enters the area just behind th
from underneath its telson in 
 defined jet, and then decelerate
iverging over the whole diameter o
e. Wide black horizontal line
nt tube walls, red, maximum
; grey, minimum velocity
lour-coded diagram of the rate o
n the ventilation current of C
anea just behind the animal. Th
locity jet coming from underneat
imal’s telson is decelerated an
s over the whole tube owing to th
tes of shear caused by viscou
. High rates of shear and relativel
o-shear areas occur at the lowe
all near the jet. Shallower shea
ts are visible in the upper part an
ve the jet, interacting with a largliolite particles (BASF, diameter approximately 50 mm)
as illuminated with a horizontal laser light sheet of
mm thickness. Sequences of video images, recorded
ove, were analyzed to make vector maps of the vortex
eft behind by the swimming fish.
ctor flow field resulting from the SCPIV analysis of two
ive video images after the fish had passed from left to
 the upper part of the image showed velocity vectors
 rather obscure geometry (Fig. 5A, vectors). Neither
well-developed vortices nor a vortex street could be recognized
easily. The discriminant for complex eigenvalues d, however,
indicated an array of vortices along the path where the fish had
passed (Fig. 5A, colour coding). These vortices were
emphasized by subtracting the average velocities in the x- and
y-directions (Fig. 5B), as shown in, for example, the dark
square around a d peak in Fig. 5A compared with a clear vortex
in the same square in Fig. 5B. The net result is a clearer picture
of the vortex street, consisting of vortices distributed along the
irculating vortex system behind the
s telson, above the jet. Bright
 positive shear = gradient to the
k colours, negative shear = gradient



























































B(A) Vector flow field of th
g path (in top view) of a 5 c
ey mullet (Chelon sp.) whic
n the upper half of the diagra
 to right, resulting from automat
using SCPIV. Although vortice
ely recognizable by eye, th
ant for complex eigenvalues 
 in relative colour codin
 their presence and locatio
are scaled to a 4.0 time
ation; red, maximum negative 
inimum negative d. (B) Flo
vectors of the grey mull
g path, compensated for th
flow velocities in the x- and 
s, showing alternating vortices o
e of the track as well as axial
rally directed jets. The squa
es an example of a welng path of the fish (Fig. 5B). The pattern in Fig. 5B is
at disturbed by background flow remaining from
asses of the fish.
ts such as these will be used to study and describe
ormation and vortex morphology of swimming larval
enile fish in relation to flow regime and Reynolds
and to estimate the energetic costs of swimming using
um and vortex ring models.
Discussion
The two PIV techniques presented have their specific
advantages and disadvantages. SCPIV offers high accuracy
combined with the convenience of automatic image
processing, but is more critical on image quality and maximum
particle displacement in relation to sub-image size. PTV does
not need high seeding densities (probably disturbing an
animal’s behaviour) and allows relatively large particle
d vortex in the area around a d
A, where a vortex was hardly
efore compensation. The flow
mewhat disturbed by background
 to earlier passes of the fish.
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cements, but the manual processing is quite laborious.
 applied in the right situation, both methods yield
te quantitative velocity information that allows
ive post-processing analysis. In some cases, a
nation of the two methods might yield the best results:
 can be used to analyse parts of the images with small
le displacements and shallow gradients, while areas with
particle displacements can be analyzed using PTV.
 results of our flow analysis can be used to calculate
ated energy from viscous deformation (Yen et al. 1991),
ration rates or momentum in a wake. Insight into the
tic consequences for animals of moving (in) fluid can
e gained in combination with vortex theories (Rayner,
,b,c; Spedding et al. 1984; Spedding, 1986, 1987a,b).
ata processing and the presentation of the results offer
portunity to compare particle paths, resultant velocity
s or dissipated energy with theoretical predictions from
3-dimensional flow field of Pleuromamma xiphias (Calanoida:
Metridinidae). Bull. mar. Sci. 53, 84–95.
GALLAGER, S. M. (1993). Hydrodynamic disturbances produced by
small zooplankton: case study for veliger larva of a bivalve
mollusc. J. Plankton Res. 15, 1277–1296.
GILMOUR, T. H. J. (1986). Streamlines of particle paths in the feeding
mechanisms of larvae of the sea urchin Lytechinus pictus Verrill.
J. exp. mar. Biol. Ecol. 95, 27–36.
GONZALES, R. AND WINTZ, P. (1987). Digital Image Processing.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
GREVILLE, T. N. E. (1969). Theory and Applications of Spline
Functions. New York: Academic Press.
GUPTA, A. K. AND LILLEY, D. G. (1985). Flowfield Modelling and
Diagnostics. Tunbridge Wells, UK: Abacus Press.
HESSELINK, L. (1988). Digital image processing in flow visualization.
A. Rev. Fluid Mech. 20, 421–485.
HINSCH, K. D. (1993). Particle image velocimetry. In Speckle
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putational fluid dynamics based on the Navier–Stokes
ons (Roache, 1982; Imaichi and Ohmi, 1983). The
ile character of the technique makes it applicable to a
range of fluid mechanical subjects within biological
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